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Site Index Included

This index is believed to be 95% correct with regard to the inclusion of names and the spelling shown by the clerks. Some are indexed more than once; first by the name entered by the clerks and again when found by researchers to be correctly spelled another way or, in some cases, when it is known that the name later evolved to another. To continue to refine the work, the Association actively solicits corrections to the index. Corrections will not be made immediately, but periodically.

Send corrections to: brantleyassoc@bellsouth.net. Note: We cannot guarantee that all input will necessarily be adopted into the final product.

The researcher will see many entries accompanied by different symbols or tags. Tags for this index are:

Site ( * )
African (+ ) --slave or free negro
Indian ( ^ )

Abbey, 45
Aberdeen, 193
Abram, 45
Absalom, 503
Adaline, 45
Adam, 467
Adams, B. N., 230
Adams, Theophilus, 61, 62
Adams, W. T., 162, 571
Adams, Wm T., 61, 62, 167, 302
Adelsdorf, 668
Agnes, 45
Albright, W. A., 599
Alcomb, Richard, 351
Alfred, 88
Alice, 6
Allen, 491, 497, 498, 499, 672, 686
Allen, 36
Allman, Ann, 642
Allman, Nathaniel, 226, 227, 642
Allman, Nathaniel T., 642
Allmond, Nathaniel, 309
Allmond, Nathaniel T., 309
Almond, Lucy, 309
Almond, Nathaniel, 309
Almond, Nathaniel T., 309
Andrews, Bleanford?, 240
Ann, 143
Ann, Mary, 22
Anthony, 45
Applewhite, Agnes R., 621, 622, 639, 640, 644
Applewhite, Albert, 659
Applewhite, Albert M., 417, 418, 621, 622
Applewhite, B. F., 639, 640
Applewhite, Benj, 639
Applewhite, Benj F., 478, 622
Applewhite, Benja, 622
Applewhite, Benjamin, 181, 417, 418
Applewhite, Benjamin F., 417, 418, 558, 559, 598, 599
Applewhite, Charles H., 598
Applewhite, Emily R., 639
Applewhite, G. A., 528, 644
Applewhite, Geo A., 644
Applewhite, George A., 417, 418, 622
Applewhite, John E., 34, 35, 598, 599, 659, 676
Applewhite., 477
Archer, 22, 43, 44
Armitstead, W. H., 416
Arnold, Edward, 179
Arnold, Isaac M., 559
Arnold, J. M., 23, 24, 25, 327
Arnold, Richard W., 327, 357
Arnold, 224
Arthur, 459, 521
Artice, Hardy, 393
Artice, Jerrell, 321
Artis, Jerrell, 321
Artis, Bedy, 305
Artis, James, 305
Ashburn?, A. H., 627
Ashburn, A. H., 627
Ashburn, Alexander H., 468
Atkins, Thos, 240
Atkinson, A., 144
Atkinson, Archibald, 72, 73
Atkinson, Elizabeth A., 72, 73
Atkinson, George R., 73
Atkinson, T. E., 193
Atkinson, T. W., 221, 284
Atkinson, Thomas, 166
Atkinson, Timothy E., 193, 248
Atkinson, Timothy W., 284
Atkinson, William, 20, 22, 27, 41, 52, 53, 63, 104, 105, 269, 562, 577
Atkinson, Wm, 52, 575
Atkinson., 269, 354
Austin, A. W., 253
Babb, Enoch L., 289
Babb, Enoch Luther, 289, 290
Babb, William, 115
Bacce., 669
Baggs, Wm., 231
Bailey, Alfred S., 481
Bailey, C. H. C., 351
Bailey, Clara A., 103
Bailey, Clara J., 102, 103, 140, 141
Bailey, E. C., 44
Bailey, E. D., 118
Bailey, Edward C., 357
Bailey, Edward P., 44
Bailey, Eliza, 121, 132
Bailey, Evalina B., 138
Bailey, Evelina B., 137, 138
Bailey, Georgiana, 102
Bailey, Henry D., 150, 163, 164, 283, 671
Bailey, Joseph, 121, 132
Bailey, Junius, 121, 132
Bailey, M. D., 118, 119
Bailey, M. L., 118
Bailey, Mary L., 121, 132
Bailey, Mrs., 118
Bailey, Mrs., 121
Bailey, P. M., 116, 121, 137, 138
Bailey, P. P., 221
Bailey, Phineas M., 121, 132, 137
Bailey, Pokie H., 102, 103
Bailey, R. D., 163, 283
Bailey, Robert D., 163, 283
Bailey, Robert J., 150, 164, 166
Bailey., 240
Bailey, Sally, 221
Bailey, Sally, 140
Bailey, Sarah, 481
Bailey, Thaddeus, 132
Bailey, Thaddeus, 121